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The first chapter of Butler's Women's Cinema: the Contested Screen traces the history of its titular concept from the late 1960s and early 1970s, when, amid "the ferment of the women's movement", 2 it first took on meaning. Feminist film theory was also born at this historical juncture, and was characterized in the 1970s by an embrace of countercinema and its opposition to "an enfeebled mainstream industry". 3 With only a fragmentary history to refer back to, critics such as Laura Mulvey argued that women's cinematic aesthetics should confront narrative and the entertainment film, and function negatively and in an avant-gardist mode. But the revival of Hollywood and the return of conservative economic and cultural forces in the 1980s rendered Mulvey's argument unsustainable, and feminist film theory gradually reoriented itself towards the mainstream and the pleasures of narrative, while continuing to aim at "another frame of reference, one in which the measure of desire is no longer the just the male subject". 4 Feminist film criticism expanded to take in first television, then the proliferating field of 3 Butler, p.8. 4 Teresa de Lauretis, Alice Doesn't: Feminism, Semiotics, Cinema (London : Macmillan, 1984), pp.8-9 new media. Butler concludes her introductory chapter by suggesting that the "plurality of forms, concerns and constituencies in contemporary women's cinema now exceeds even the most flexible definition of counter-cinema", 5 and it is therefore better described as "minor" rather than "oppositional" (where "minor" takes its meaning from Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari's concept of minor literature as, as Butler puts it, "the literature of a minority or marginalised group, written, not in a minor language, but in a major one" 6 ).
If "women's and feminist cinema in 
Trends of the 2000s
In attempting to isolate trends in the development of French women's cinema in the twenty-first century so far, it seems sensible to consider the continuing careers of established directors separately from "new talent" (which is certainly not in short supply).
However, an intermediate category also suggests itself, which is a group of directors who found success in the 1990s and became associated with the jeune cinéma français "label" coined to refer to the unusually high number of first-time filmmakers who broke into the industry during this period. however, seems to be a new focus on the complexity and difficulty of women's individual experiences that cinema is just as well-placed to convey, thematically and formally. Female subjectivity, rather than feminist politics, is now the domain in which the most urgent questions are asked, and this is reflected in the films by Siegrid Alnoy, Laetitia Masson and Catherine Breillat I shall now consider.
Intimate dramas
According to Chris Darke, Alnoy's Elle est des nôtres can be seen as "one of a number of recent French films about the human cost of neo-liberal economics". 14 The ominous hush, out-of-focus camerawork and quiet musical accompaniment to the opening scenes of the film effectively set up the menace, violence and aggression that lurks just beneath the surface of the entire film, in which friendless everywoman figure Christine Blanc (Sasha Andrès) goes from one temping job to the next, failing to make any impact in society until she spontaneously lashes out one day at Patricia (Catherine Mouchet), the temping agent she has successfully befriended, but who has pressured her into making an unwanted visit to a local swimming pool. (A brief shot of Christine under water just before she pushes Patricia to the floor cuts to an shot of her driving with her eyes closed, both powerful images of the loss of control that is about to occur.)
Immediately after killing Patricia, Christine passes her driving test, although she is unable to celebrate with the colleagues who are pleased for her, and a sequence of shots follows in which she is still unsmilingly "outside", separated by an invisible barrier from the social activity that surrounds her. But further successes follow: she is offered a job at which she excels, displaying the confidence and authority of a top executive, and begins a relationship with Eric. Inevitably, though, Christine's crime begins to catch up with her:
she is visited and later arrested by a blackly comic duo of policemen who talk across one another at high speed, followed by a vigilant, silent but ultimately sympathetic workplace assistant, and interviewed over a restaurant dinner by the authoritarian senior police officer Degas, who is apparently disarmed by the ease by which she is able to talk about herself and her sense of alienation from contemporary society: she likes empty places, she says, because "eux, ils ne me demandent rien". Christine's father hesitatingly signs a police statement giving her the alibi of being at her parents' for the day of the murder, her work colleagues speak in favour of her many qualities, and her boss advises the police that it may be better not to charge her, but ultimately Christine walks out onto a zebra crossing in front of an unmanned parked police car, gets into the back of it and waits to be apprehended. intertwined".
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The centrality of the body and bodily experience to Breillat's films makes them highly suited to a phenomenological approach, I would suggest, but perhaps not quite the one preferred by Moi and Kruks, who both turn their backs on poststructuralism's emphasis on textuality and discourse, Moi because of the "off-putting obscurity" she finds in much recent theoretical writing "that wishes to make a political or cultural difference in the world beyond the academy", 20 Kruks because she considers that "postmodern" explanations of subjectivity as an "effect of discourse" are inadequate.
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No opposition or conflict is necessary between a phenomenological understanding of the world and language, since embodied subjectivity speaks: language and signs are as "Il n'y a que les femmes que la vie mutile parce qu'elles sont plus généreuses que les hommes" When Thomas does finally object to being classed with an invariable group all branded with the stamp of patriarchy, Alice agrees he is an exception, "beaucoup plus charmant".
In Tapage nocturne, Solange's speech is every bit as prominent, and she vocalizes both the transitory pleasures brought by being in love (which she always is) and her prevalent discontentment noisily and continuously, to her lovers themselves, to a female friend, and to her long-suffering husband, who tries to imitate what she tells him her lovers do in bed in an apparent effort to win back her fidelity. Talking too much is a problem of hers, she is aware: in the second of her eight brief passages of interior monologue on the film's sound track, she comments: "Je ne peux pas m'empêcher de parler. Et d'ailleurs c'est comme ça que je découvre ce que je pense". Solange would like everyone to talk about women's contributions to dialogues in some of her films is much in evidence in the two films discussed here.
themselves as freely as she does: her opening gambit to Bruno, which he twice refuses with a smile, is "Racontez-moi votre vie; il n'y a que ça qui m'intéresse". Saying "Je t'aime" to a man, however, is something more serious, a declaration it takes Solange some time to build up to, and an act whose effects she tries to calculate before sending Bruno what she calls her "télégramme d'amour décomposé" ("broken down" or "distraught" love telegram), which is actually three telegrams bearing the syllables "je" "t'" and "aime". Shortly after having sent these to Bruno, though, things go back to exactly the unsatisfactory state they were in before, except that she starts giving her phone number out to other men as well, specifically a rock musician she then also takes up with. Not long afterwards a pattern of domination and submission begins to set in between Bruno and Solange, leading to her writing him a love letter that is read out on the sound track as the sixth and by far the longest passage of her "interior" monologue, as she walks to a hotel room through the snow with another new lover met in a café. For the second time, Solange resorts to writing, but what the film resorts to is speech: the letter declares itself "une lettre de parole…parce qu'inexplicablement je n'arrive pas à en avoir". Unlike Brève Traversée, which seems generally to have been well received,
Tapage nocturne was widely criticised for its "gaucheries et incertitudes", 24 for the mediocrity of its script, and for its uninteresting mise en scène. What is of undeniable interest about the film, however, is the reflection on speech it contains, and a kind of contract with its spectators in which words unspeakable in the film's diegesis are voiced only to them. This is shared by Brève Traversée, where Alice's monologic diatribe about men seems mostly to go over Thomas's head (he rarely comments and displays little emotion). In both films it seems as if Breillat is using her women protagonists as 24 Jacques Fieschi, 'Tapage nocturne', Cinématographe 51 (October 1979), 47.
mouthpieces for a feminist discourse -but with the vital proviso that they are embodied mouthpieces. When this is not the case, as in the usually brief passages of Solange's interior monologue (a more extensive use of which is made in Romance), Breillat's words seem intended solely for women's ears -perhaps because of their content, but more strikingly in the way their speech is reserved for the film's spectator, inaudible to the film's other characters.
The kind of female subjectivity proposed by Tapage nocturne and Brève Traversée is both phenomenological and "discursive", both embodied and fully social. Both Solange and Alice are married, the only married women among Breillat's female protagonists, but it may well be because of the limits imposed by their status that their free, bodily speech makes itself heard with such intensity and urgency. The "feminism of freedom" Toril Moi thinks has been submerged in the denial of agency and ponderous obscurity of poststructuralist feminist theorizing is most definitely proposed by Breillat's cinema, in the situated, bodily and discursive sexual subjectivity of her female protagonists.
As I began by stating, and have re-emphasised at certain moments in this discussion, women's cinema is a difficult concept to define. Global feminisms of the 2000s are in an embattled condition, where they survive, and films directed by French women over this period are much less likely to contribute to any united feminist narrative of progress or liberation than they were in the 1970s. Notwithstanding the health of a sub-area of cinematic production as significant as comedy, though, it seems that since the start of the 
